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ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or evaluate your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN.  Furthermore, s texts are recognized for: Engaging
writing style, exceptional multicultural and cross-cultural focus, cutting-edge thought of the
interrelationships between heredity and environment, rich examples, the most up-to-date
analysis, and practical applications that help students relate the subject to their personal and
professional lives.s MyLab &you might need a CourseID, supplied by your instructor, to register
for and use Pearson' This shorter, essentials edition of Berk’ Gain access to codes Gain access to
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry an increased threat of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code.   Packages Access codes for Pearson'  
Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than
Pearson; check with owner before completing your buy.   Used or rental books In the event that
you rent or purchase a used book with an gain access to code, the gain access to code might
have been redeemed previously and you'll have to buy a new access code.s MyLab & Mastering
products. Check with owner prior to purchase.   -- Visit the Showcase Site to see sample chapters,
get information on the health supplements (including sample videos and on-line simulations),
plus much more.  s MyLab &all produced by the author and unique to Exploring Lifespan
Development. Exploring Lifespan Advancement includes all of the features Berk’ Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized variations for individual academic institutions,
and registrations are not transferable.  Authored by Laura Berk, MyDevelopmentLab for
Exploring Lifespan Development engages learners through individualized learning, and assists
them better plan class, quizzes, and examinations. It also helps instructors with course
preparation, articles delivery, and assessment.  Careers in Advancement,” 0205909744 /
9780205909742 NEW MyDevelopmentLab with Pearson eText -- Valuepack Access Card -- for
Laura E.s best-selling Advancement Through the Lifespan, 6/e, covers the same topics possesses
the same quantity of chapters, but presents just the essential information with an exceedingly
strong emphasis on applications. MyDevelopmentLab includes extensive video, multimedia
simulations, “ 0205968961 / 9780205968961 Exploring Lifespan Advancement Plus NEW
MyDevelopmentLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:  Several versions of
Pearson'   and interactive actions— Berk 0205957382 / 9780205957385 Exploring Lifespan
Development  
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Very comprehensive! Each is divided to a level that is easily comprehensible even for someone
who has not really taken previous psychology courses. I like the way the topics are structured
and the progress is really easy to follow! Waste of money. Old edition but will work I acquired
this textbook for my individual development course. Served Its Purpose If you're searching for a
liberally-minded text that degrades guys as an undeveloped sex and trashes U.S. Marks, loose
pages, odd folds. My sociable psychology textbook was far less politically driven than this text
message, which is quite remarkable considering the tendency of many cultural psychologists to
lean to a particular political identity. Interesting book for my on the web course I got an A and
learned a whole lot!.not even an extra cover helps you to save it. I was just required to examine
one chapter.. Was concerned about having to keep it fine before returning it by the end of the
word, but that's clearly false. I now plan to throw the book in a recycling container so that it can
serve an improved purpose than its primary design.. This book retired last semester and no one
told it! Rental is in horrible condition! Each age group explores physical, emotional and mental
development using some widely acknowledged theories such as Vygotsky and Piaget. This is
among the best Psychology books I've ever read.. She appears to be fairly liberal generally in
most things therefore if you're liberal you would probably have no issues with what she says.!
This book helped me get an A in my class! Book is okay, could have been in better form for the
price I paid.- Condition is very good.- Shipping/delivery was sort of sluggish but besides that, I
am extremely satisfied. Five Stars Held jointly great even in the end my back and forth studding.
Five Stars Ordered for a class and the book came in great state.it's under my couch right now.
This book is a disaster! Too past due to send back though. Forced to limp through the semester
with a book that should have been released of it's misery. Paperback binding is nearly kaput!. My
primary complaint is usually that the author also uses the reserve as her personal soapbox and
expresses her personal views as fact. The covers are creased, tearing, loose.. #studentdebt I
bought this because We had to and my college bookstore wanted almost 200 dollars for it. Dog
ears everywhere! lifestyle, this is actually the book for you personally!....previous renter will need
to have folded it back again like a magazine and then utilized it as a pillow! Fine Fine Damage We
was expecting a whole new book but the publication came in damages around the edges water
damage and mold on the pages Poor shape. This is actually the older edition but it is method
cheaper and it will suffice. However, the reserve helped me through this dry subject, so I can at
least give it two stars. Decent text This is a fairly decent text for human development. Rental is in
terrible condition! But, placing that aside, the reserve seems fairly decent for a beginning level
college course.. The illustrations used to help expand explain each concept are very helpful in
learning and in placing everything in perspective. Should have bought used for a bit more. So
disappointed.
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